1. The supremely elegant, Hermès Cheyenne dining bench, fashioned of rich wine-colored leather and Coraline chairs, immediately defines any interior in which it is positioned. It is both practical and fashionable. Available at Hermès stores nationwide. For store information, call 1-800-444-5468 or visit hermesusa.com.

2. When JP Weaver was commissioned to design the interior of a dome for a master suite, the company used the interior of Sedgwick’s bronze elevator calls as inspiration for what has become their Scoop Illumination. Their recreation is now available as a plaster medalion (40 in. diam. x 2 in. h.). jpwewer.com

3. Since the beginning of time, nature has always been the ultimate source of inspiration. And ever since Jerry Pair Leather was established, its designers have looked to Mother Nature for ideas, as evidenced in their new Half & Half siltcreened Italian nubuck hide. Offered in White Birch and Bistre, jerrypairleather.com

4. The kitchen is perhaps a home’s most creative space — in what comes out of it and in the way it can be designed. Downsview Kitchens’ go-plunge sliding door tall cabinet, with a Canway Lavello pull-out storage unit, is one of the company’s more novel and on-trend designs. downsviewkitchens.com

5. Brevolo Gas & Electric Lights will light up a room in ways that other lighting sources cannot. Their Modernism Collection of designs has redefined contemporary residential interiors. The streamlined rectangular style pairs well with mid-century. Modern and transitional architecture, as well as a multitude of other architectural styles. brevolo.com

6. Designers know it, homeowners know it: successful interiors originate from an attention to detail. Crate & Barrel’s Devil Antique Zinc Curian Hardware is the result of a team of master artisans using a combination of traditional and modern techniques. The cylindrical finial is textured with crisscrossed lines. crateandbarrel.com

7. A style that never goes out of fashion is Swedish Gustavstil. Jacqueline Adams Antiques is offering this early-twentieth-century painted oval dining table, with three extensions and superbly crafted with brass feet. The top is discreetly adorned with a dark wood molding along the open. jacquelineadesantiques.com

8. Italian craftsmanship in fine bad dreams is world-renowned and Seadrift Home has developed Adriano in the finest mills in Italy. Long slacks, 100% Egyptian cotton yarns are woven into this classic percale fabric and then double-finished to create the supremely soft hand. seadrifthome.com

9. Cedric Dupont discovered this delicately sculpted pair of Continental nineteenth-century hand-burned glass liquor decanters (19 in. h. x 10 in. diam.). The pair are unusually large and are noted for their elegant baluster shape, each topped with a finely cut frilled stopper. cedricdupontantiques.com

10. Suddenly, the act of opening a cabinet becomes a memorable experience. Designed with the quaintful pattern in mind, the Tulip collection by Boluith-Wilker applies a modern refinement to this classic shape, and allows for elegant sophistication to be introduced to your cabinetry. boluith-wilker.com

11. The glamour of Hollywood’s Golden Age is reflected in Badgley Mischka Home’s Astaire Accent Table II. The glass top is fitted with an antiqued mirror, as if the spotlight is being cast on you in your own home. The wooden table is hand-glazed with a Champagne finish. badgleymischkahome.com

12. The Sketchbook Collection of ceramic and terracotta tiles from Walter Zanger is inspired by the graphics’ lexicon of mid-century Modernism. The delicate black line work in each tile is hand-painted. These tiles are perfect as kitchen backsplashes or in bathrooms. Flume in blue with 8-glaze finish, shown. walterzanger.com
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1. The supremely elegant Hermes Cheval (Arcturus Bench, sincerely of rich walnut, supple leather, and Cauchose fabric immediately defines any interior in which it is positioned. It's both practical and fashionable. Available at Hermes stores nationwide. For store information, call 1-800-441-4488 or visit hermes.com

2. When J.P. Weaver was commissioned to design the interior of a small home for a master suite, the company used the interior of Satchelton bronze elevator calls as inspiration for what has become their Stork Medallion. Their recreation is now available as a plaster medallion (40 in. diam. x 2 in. d.) jpweweaner.com

3. Since the beginning of time, nature has always been the ultimate source of inspiration. And ever since Jerry Pair Leather was established, its designers have looked to Mother Nature for ideas, as evidenced in their new Hali & Hali Silk-screened Italian mudcloth hides. Offered in white birch and birch, jerrypairleather.com

4. The kitchen is perhaps a home's most creative space—in what comes out of it and in the way it can be designed. Downsview Kitchens' co-primer sliding door tall cabinet, with a Corian Laercio pull-out storage unit is one of the company's more novel and striking designs. downsviewkitchens.com

5. Biondo Gas & Electric Lighting will light up a room in ways that other lighting systems cannot. Their Modern Collection of designs have redefined contemporary residential interiors. The streamlined, rectangular style pairs well with mid-century modern and transitional architecture, as well as a multitude of other architectural styles. biondo.com

6. Designers know it. Homeowners know it. And successful interiors originate from an attention to detail. Create & Barlow, Devin Antique Zinc Carvings Hardware is the result of a team of master artisans using a combination of traditional and modern techniques. The cylindrical form is textured with crisscrossed lines createandbarlow.com

7. A style that never goes out of fashion is Swedish Gustavian. Jacqueline Adams Antiques is offering this early-eighteenth-century painted oval dining table, with three extensions and four leaves with bowed feet. The top is discreetly adorned with a belt molding along the apron. jacquelineadamsantiques.com

8. Italian craftsmanship is fine bed linens is world-renowned and Scandia Home has developed Adriana in the finest mills in Italy. Long-stapled, 100% Egyptian cotton yarns are woven into this classic percale fabric and then double-dyed to create the extremely soft hand. scandiahome.com

9. Castello Dupont discovered this delightfully sculpted pair of Continental nineteenth-century hand-blow glass liquor decanters (19 1/2 in. H. x 10 in. diam.) The pair are unusually large and are noted for their elegant baluster shape, each topped with a finely cut-off flat stopper. castellodupontantiques.com

10. Suddenly, the act of opening a cabinet becomes a memorable experience. Designed with the quenching pattern in mind, the Tissus collection by Stelath-Axel stands a modem refinement to the classic shape, and allows for instant sophistication to be introduced to your cabinetry. stelathaxel.com

11. The glamour of Hollywood's Golden Age is reflected in Bodgley Mochika Home's Adaire Accent Table. The curved top is fitted with an antiqued mirror as if the spotlight is being cast on you in your own home. The wooden table is hand-glazed with a champagne finish. bodgley.com

12. The Sketchbook Collection of ceramic and terracotta tiles from Walter Zanger is inspired by the graphic style of mid-century Modernism. The delicate black line work in each tile is hand painted. The tiles are perfect as kitchen back splashals or in bathrooms. Price in blue with a glossy finish, shown, walterzanger.com